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1. Describe how organisms meet some of their needs in an envi-
ronment by using behaviors (patterns of activities) in response to 
information (stimuli) received from the environment. Recognize that 
some animal behaviors are instinctive (e.g., turtles burying their 
eggs), and other others are learned (e.g., humans building fires for 
warmth, chimpanzees learning how to use tools).
• Discuss how newly born sea turtles find their way to the ocean. 
• Discuss how pets are trained to learn tricks or people to learn language.
• Discuss how migrating birds navigate or the actions that coastal species 
take to adjust to the changing level of the tide. 
• Observe an earthworm placed on top of soil in a container that is 
exposed to light. Discuss how its ability to sense light helps it survive (by bur-
rowing) and how its structure allows it to burrow through soil.

Heredity and Adaptation
Grade 5 Workshop: February 16, 2006

Life Science Frameworks Resources

Vocabulary

Habitat     Environment 

Ecosystems    Traits

Behaviors    Inherited   

Learned     Adaptation  

Migration    Biomes   

Pollution     Natural Selection 

Instinctive    Extinct

Mutation     DNA    

Key Concepts

Scott Foresman Book
Read Chapter 5 - Interactions in Ecosystems
DI - Explore - How can you Find Out How many Animals Live in an 
Area? Optional
�. What is an Ecosystem? Read pgs. �27-�29
2. What are Land Biomes? Read pgs. �30-�35
3. What are Water Ecosystems? Read pgs. �36-�39
4. How do Organisms Interact? Read pgs. �40-�43
5. How does Energy Move in an Ecosystem? Read pgs. �44-�47
6. What Cycles occur in Ecosystems? Read pgs. �48-�53
GI - How can you show that Plants use Carbon Dioxide? Optional
Math - Population Cycles - Optional

1. Traits are observed characteristics or behaviors of organisms.
2. Behaviors are patterns of activities. Some are instinctive 
(inherited), while others are learned.
3. Traits can change over time due to environmental change.
4. Traits are inherited from parents.
5. Organisms adapt themselves to their environment over time 
to insure their survival.
6. Natural Selection is the process by which organisms with 
best survival features will reproduce in greater numbers.
7. An organism’s Form and Function insure its survival. 
8. Humans and animals have the ability to change their  
environment.
9. Pollution changes the environment negatively.
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2. Give examples of how changes in the environment (drought or 
cold - climate) has caused some plants and animals to die or move to 
new locations (migration).
• Investigate how invasive species out-compete native plants, e.g., phrag-
mites and purple loosestrife. Discuss how some native plants die as a 
result.

3. Recognize that plant behaviors, such as the way seedlings grow 
with their stems upward and roots downward in response to gravity. 
Recognize that many plants and animals that can survive harsh en-
vironments because of seasonal behaviors, e.g., in winter, trees shed 
leaves, some animals hibernate, and other animals migrate.
• Set a germinating bean in a glass filled with water next to an asymmet-
ric source of light. Allow the root and stem to grow a few inches. Rotate 
the bean so that the roots are now touching the water at an angle and the 
stem is away from the light source. Observe how the root system and 
stem respond to this change by changing their direction of growth.
 
4. Give examples of how organisms can cause changes in their envi-
ronment to ensure survival. Explain how some of these changes may 
affect the ecosystem.
• Discuss the importance of wetlands to human survival
• Discuss how an invasive species can cause changes an ecosystem.
• Research local projects where humans are changing the environment to 
ensure a species’ survival.
• (Technology) Brainstorm and sketch things that are designed to help hu-
mans survive e.g., heater for warmth, stove to cook.

Scott-Foresman Book
Read Chapter 6. Changes in Ecosystems

DI - Explore - How can Pollution affect a Habitat? Optional
1. How do Ecosystems Change? Read pgs. 166-169
GI - Investigate - What happens when a Wetland Ecosystem Changes - 
Optional

Leveled Readers: Changes in Ecosystems

Websites: 

See separate handout for instructions and access in Computer labs
• EcoKids - Animal Adapations
• Lincoln Park Zoo - Creature Features - Form and Function
• Natural Selection Kit - The Peppered moth of Manchester, England

Life Science Frameworks Resources

Activities
1. Go to the EcoKids website - Animal Adaptations website and play 
the game. This activity  demonstrates the key survival traits of 4 animals: 
Polar Bear, Whale, Turtle and Butterfly - traits include teeth, hair color, 
fin style, shape of body, spots, feet type, tongue size.

2. Explore other sections of the EcoKids site such as Polar Bears, Eco- 
Climates of Canada and Climate Change

3. Go to Lincoln Park Zoo website - Zebra Online and Load the 
Creature Feature - Form and Function game. See page 3 to continue  
activity notes.
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4. Creature Features shows 9 animals to demonstrate their form and 
function adaptations to their environment which insures survival.

Camel hump

Vulture bald head

Spoonbill beak 

Lion mane 

Turtle shell

Tarantula hairy legs

Zebra stripes 

Dart Frog poison 

Penguin tuxedo pattern.

Suggestion: Google Search more information on above animals

5. Other games which are instructive on the above website are:

Parts of a Whale and Lion - Hunt the Zebra

6. Natural Selection Kit

This kit was developed to demonstrate how a change in one’s environ-

ment can change an organism’s (Peppered Moth) appearance to insure 

its survival. The kit includes punch-out moths of various color intensi-

ties from light to dark as well as squares of different size. (Note: We 

need to experiment with kit and see how to best it to the 5th grade. The 

instructions that come with the kit, would be difficult for students at this 

grade level, although the kit has merit and can be adapted for our use in 

demonstrating a classic example of natural selection. In this workshop 

we will experiment with creating different activities that illustrate the 

principles of natural selection using the kit materials. I will write up the 

activities and send them to each teacher.

Activities
7. Background Information for the Natural Selection Activity.
Manchester, England - The Peppered Moth Study.

Prior to �848, the predominant variety of peppered moth had light col-
ored, speckled wings that blended perfectly with the light color tree bark 
in this area. This color camouflaged the moths against being eating by 
birds. Dark color moths were rare because insects could easily pick out 
their dark colors against the light tree bark.

After �848, the Industrial Revolution in England started coal mining 
and burning great amounts of coal. This polluted the air and the plants 
with a black soot. As the trees became progressively darker, it became 
easier for birds to see and prey upon the light speckled variety of the 
moth. By �900, light colored moths were rare while black peppered 
moths were dominant. They out-numbered the light speckled variety by 
99 to �. In a survey in �952 and �964, not one light moth was found.

This experiment shows how Natural Selection operates. As nature 
changed due to human pollution, a species of moth adapted to this by 
changing color. Light colored moths were eaten by birds, while black 
ones survived. This allowed black moths to reproduce and survive while 
the light colored ones could not. Nature selected the fittest to survive.

After �970, new pollution laws reduced the amount of soot in the air 
and the tree bark became again cleaner and lighter in color. Current sur-
veys now show that the light-color moths are surviving and increasing 
their numbers. (See large print reading page for students - pg.5)

8. Punch out moths and squares and build boxes. Ideas • Order moths 
from darkest to lightest quickest (there are 9 varieties). •  Draw 5 moths 
from large set without looking. Pick and Return one to pile - First 
one with 4 black moths wins (is naturally selected). • Quick Count 
Camouflage - Pick 10 - 6 dark, 2 mid, 2 light - place at least 6 in box 
- partner then turns around and in 3 seconds must tell how many are in 
box. Winner is naturally selected and goes on to next round.

9. Can you explain how a giraffe got its long neck by Natural Selection. 
Did it’s neck lengthen from stretching it to eat tree leaves?
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5. Differentiate between observed characteristics of plants and ani-
mals that are fully inherited (e.g. color of flower, shape of leaves, 
color of eyes, number of appendages and characteristics that are af-
fected by the climate or environment (e.g. browning of leaves due to 
too much sun, language spoken). 
• Make frequency tables of the number of students with certain charac-
teristics (right-handed/left handed, earlobe free or attached, and eye/hair 
color).

6. Give examples of  how inherited characteristics may change over 
time as adaptations to changes in the environment that enables or-
ganisms to survive e.g.. , the shape of the beak or feet, placement of 
the eyes on head, length of neck, shape of teeth, color. 
• Compare and contrast the physical characteristics of plants or animals 
from widely different environments (desert vs. tropical, aquatic vs. ter-
restrial animals. Explore how each is adapted to its habitat. 
Note: The adaptations in inherited  characteristics, such as the shape of 
a beak, or any feature that is a structural change in an organism’s body, 
takes place slowly over millions of years!

• (Technology) Discuss how engineers design things using their knowl-
edge of the way animals move, e.g., birds/wings influence airplane 
design; tails and fins of aquatic animals in boat design.

Life Science Frameworks Resources

Activities

Scott-Foresman Book
Read Chapter 6. Changes in Ecosystems

2. How do Species Change? Read pgs. 170-173
3. How can Changes cause more Changes? Read pgs. 174-177
Math - Recovery Plans for Species - Do Activity. pgs 180-181

Leveled Readers: Changes in Ecosystems

Websites:

EcoKids - Animal Adaptations + Zebra Online - Interactive

Genetic Science Learning Center: Interactive - University of Utah 

See separate handout for web addresses. Websites are bookmarked on all 
lab computers. The Genetic website has great graphics and animations 
that are easy to understand. Students can click through numerous screens 
that explain the following topics. Sequence in the following manner: 
• What is DNA?
• What is a Gene?
• What is a Chromosome?
• What are Proteins?
• What is Heredity?
• What is a Trait?

• Develop a Savenger Hunt for the site: Ask questions whose answers 
can be found in the program. See pages 5-7 for lead graphics on this site.
• Make frequency tables of students in your class with different inherited 
characteristics such as right/left handed, eye color, etc.
• The above website has several other great location: Inside a Cell and 
Build a DNA molecule are favorites!
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Prior to �848, the predominant variety of peppered moth 

had light-colored, speckled wings that blended perfectly 

with the light color tree bark in this area. Their color 

camouflaged these moths on tree bark and protected them 

from being eating by birds. Dark color moths were rare 

because insects could easily pick out their dark colors 

against the light tree bark.

After �848, the Industrial Revolution in England started  

mining and burning great amounts of coal. This polluted 

the air and the plants with black soot. As the trees became 

progressively darker from the black soot, it became easier 

for birds to see and prey upon the light-speckled variety 

of the moth. 

The Peppered Moths 
of Manchester, England

By �900, light-colored peppered moths were rare 

while black peppered moths were dominant. The black 

out-numbered the light speckled variety by 99 to �. In a 

survey in �952 and �964, not one light moth was found.

This experiment shows how Natural Selection operates. 

As nature changed due to human pollution, a species 

of moth adapted to its environment by changing color. 

Light colored moths were eaten by birds, while black 

ones survived. This allowed black moths to reproduce 

and survive in greater numbers than the light colored 

ones. Nature selected the moths best adapted to their 

environment to survive.

After �970, new pollution laws reduced the amount of 

soot in the air and the tree bark became again cleaner and 

lighter in color. Current surveys now show that the light-

color moths are surviving and increasing their population 

numbers.
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